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Abstract. We consider interaction a powerful enabling technology for
robots in human environments. Besides taking commands or reporting,
many other uses, such as interactive learning, are already being explored.
However, HRI also poses systems engineering challenges that may hinder
its adoption. To address these, we advocate a general coordination pat-
tern for task execution: The Task-State Pattern. Crucially, it separates
interaction coordination from task-level control, thus enabling indepen-
dent, but integrated, development.
In the pattern, tasks are represented using both a general, re-usable task
coordination model and a task-type dependent specification. We have
introduced a coordination model rich enough to support a powerful user
experience, but still general enough to accomodate a variety of tasks,
thus simplifying architecture and integration. Furthermore, because it is
re-used in many places, it provides an attractive target for tool support.
Keywords. human-robot-interaction, software architecture, design pat-
tern, dialog
1 Introduction
For robots in human environments, interaction with the humans can be both a
necessity and an aid mechanism. Generally accepted as necessary are the ability
to take commands from a human and to report at least the success of a task,
with more detail often a help. On top of that, interaction can also be an aid, i.e.
when the robot is missing information or cannot do the task alone.
From a software engineering point of view, such interaction requires that
there is a detailed exchange of information between the interaction management
parts and those parts that are carrying out tasks. At the very least, commands
and results must be communicated back and forth. However, to keep changes to
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the various parts from interfering and to generally facilitate effective develop-
ment, it is desirable to keep the different parts of a system independent as much
as possible. These somewhat conflicting goals can be reconciled through the use
of modules with well-defined interfaces [1]. In robotics, this approach is already
widely applied for middleware frameworks in robotics (cf. [2, 3]) and has been
suggested as a good approach for general system construction [4, 5].
The Task-State pattern represents such an interface, to provide a general
coordination mechanism for robot tasks. It is a proven engineering practice which
has been extracted through repeated analysis, design and application steps. It
and the proposals it is based on are in wide use in a diverse range of robotic
systems [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
In the following, we will shortly introduce an example scenario encompassing
HRI and manipulation and then present the pattern in this context. Afterwards,
references to further case studies will be given.
2 The “Curious Robot” scenario
The “Curious Robot”, shown in figure 1, is an experiment in mixed-initiative,
multi-modal interaction. It integrates a bimanual manipulator and a humanoid
robot torso into a single software system, with the former responsible for manip-
ulation (e.g., picking up objects) and the latter for interaction (e.g. gaze feedback
on the attended object). See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8Q8Udh7CMg
for an interaction demo.
Fig. 1. Interaction example, the human demonstrates a grip.
The basic interaction is that the system asks the human for label (e.g. “What
is that? [pointing]”) and grip information about the objects and then puts them
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away. Throughout its interactions, it reports on what it is doing (e.g. “I am now
going to pick up the apple”). This simple script leads to an intricate interaction
mainly because of two issues: Firstly, the human can interject at any point, to
stop or restart tasks, inquire about the information the system has, add or re-
move objects, and so on. Secondly, speech recognition is limited and clarification
dialogs can occur at any point. Full details on the system are available in [11].
The system supports a number of “basic” tasks, which are those that are
directly implemented and can merely be configured. “Compound” tasks, are
created by sequencing a particular configuration of basic tasks. Example basic
tasks include text-to-speech output, moving hand and arm and gazing at some-
thing. Example compound tasks include asking for an object label while pointing
and looking at the object, as well as picking up an object and putting it away
while explaining each step, so that the user stays informed.
3 The Task-State Coordination Pattern
The central idea of the Task-State pattern is to separate the state from the con-
figuration of a task. The state, then, is described by a finite-state machine (FSM)
that is the same for all tasks. While the FSM may in principle by arbitrarily
complex, we have found that the one depicted in figure 2(a) is the simplest useful
FSM, whereas the one in 2(b) supports all the distinctions we have needed for
several complex systems.
initiated runningaccepted
done
already done
rejected
cancelled
failed
(a) Basic Task State Machine
initiated running
update requested
cancel requested
accepted
done
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rejected
cancelled
failed
accept, rejectupdate
intermediate result
cancel
cancel failed
(b) General Task State Machine
Fig. 2. Example Task-State Machines
For coordination, only changes in state are relevant. The Task-State pattern
requires, firstly, that each such change causes an event notification, and sec-
ondly, that the event notification includes the current configuration. Individual
components may thus use the configuration easily.
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3.1 Example of Use
To see how the event notifications are applied to coordinate task execution,
figure 3 presents a full example. In it, each arrow represents an event notification
and the first word of the notification label refers to the new task state.
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Fig. 3. Verbal interaction with grasping
In the example, we would like to emphasize two main points. Firstly, there
are basically two independent sub-systems present: The interaction sub-system
(speech recognition, text-to-speech, dialog) on the left-hand side, and motor
control on the right hand side. Within each sub-system, tasks are only initiated
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and completed or aborted. Between the sub-systems, however, there are also
“update” notifications. The reason for this addition is so that the context of
these sub-system can be preserved during coordination.
Secondly, please note the close interaction within the sub-systems, coordi-
nated by a much simpler interaction between sub-systems. This results in loose
coupling between sub-systems, an architecturally desirable property. Figure 4,
which depicts the information relationships, also visualizes this fact.
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Fig. 4. Sub-system interaction. Each column represents a single sub-system.
Only two links exists between them, keeping coupling to a minimum.
4 Conclusions
We have shortly summarized the Task-State pattern, a general coordination
mechanism focused on a separation of concerns to facilitate integration. A paper
on the dialog manager of the system will be part of the proceedings and more
details on the pattern in general are currently in press [12].
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